11TH MEETING OF THE COMMUNITY OF USERS ON SECURE, SAFE AND RESILIENT SOCIETIES
THEME 8 – INFORMATION EXCHANGE AND INTEROPERABILITY

5TH JUNE 2018
Brussels, BAO Congress Centre (rue Félix Hap 11, 1040 Brussels)

DRAFT AGENDA

9:00 – 9:30 Welcome coffee and registration

9:30 – 9:45 Setting the scene, by David RIOS MORENTIN and Paolo SALIERI,
European Commission, DG HOME

9:45 – 11:00 Panel 1 – “Science to science” gathering key projects

- Pedro SORIA, DRIVER+ Project
- Federico FROSALI, ISITEP Project
- Rob VAN HELJSTER, ALPHA Project
- Andre OLIVEIRA, ROBORDER Project
- Angelos AMDITIS, INACHUS Project

11:00 – 11:15 Break

11:15 – 12:30 Panel 2 - “Policy to policy” – gathering policy representatives at EU, MS and regional level

- Rob ROZENBURG, EU Interoperability framework for border management systems, European Commission, EC DG HOME.B3
- Alexandru CHIRIC, Common Information Sharing Environment for maritime domain, European Commission, EC DG MARE
- Olimpia IMPERIALI, Exchange of information in the field of first responders, European Commission, EC DG ECHO

12:30 – 14:00 LUNCH

14:00 – 15:30 Panel 3 - “R&I to Market” – bridging the gap between research and marketable interoperability solutions

- Jesus HERMIDA, A practical implementation of interoperability solutions in the maritime environment EC DG JRC
- Rickard WESTBERG. A view from the EU security industry, ASD / SAAB
- Alina IATAN, Interoperability from the perspective of standards, CEN-CENELEC
• Anne RAINVILLE, Measuring system integration and interoperability, *VITREK*

15:30 – 16:15 POSTER SESSION – Disseminating project results bringing interoperability solutions: Projects represented are INPREP, SLANDAIL, HEIMDALL, SECTOR and IsitEthical?

16:15 – 17:30 Panel 4 - "Interactions with practitioners" - Gathering practitioners in order to showcase interoperability challenges and practical solutions

• Lucian FILIPOAIA, Interoperability in Joint Operations, *FRONTEX*

• Gonzalo LAFITA, Interoperability of border surveillance systems SP-PT, *Guardia Civil, Spain*

• Hans BOSCH, Interoperability in the field of Customs, *Customs Administration of The Netherlands.*

• Marie Christine BONNAMOUR, Interoperability for First responders, *PSCE, Belgium*

17:30 – 17:45 Conclusions